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A Study of the Role of Educational Television Programming in

Elementary choolg

Children's Television Workshop commissioned Audits and Surveys to

conduct a comprehensive study of the role of edncational

programming in the nation's elementary schools. The purposes of

the study were

To learn the extent of school use of 3-2-1 Contact and

Square One TV, and other similar progzams, with which

CTW must compete for teachers' and childrens' attention

and interest.

To understand how and when these programs are used in

schools, as well as teachers' opinions of the

educational value and content of the programs.

To dRscribe the market environment for the use of

educational programming, including the availability of

programs and supporting materials, influences on the

use of programming, and other market factors.
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To understand the characteristics of the market, the

teachers who comprise it, and the school and district

characteristics which are part of their educational

environment.

METHOD

Questionnaires were sent to a sample of 1,500 elementary school
teachers of grades three through six. The scientifically selected
sample, drawn from a national data base, is considered

representative of teachers of third to sixth grade across the
country. Key sample characteristics, including school, type of
geographic region, schocl size and metro status matched national
characteristics for teachers in these grades. In keeping with
traditional standards for survey studies, follow-up mailings and
phone calls were usei to encourage those who had not yet

responded to do so. At the time of the study's cut off date, June
6, 1989, 57% or 736 of the teachers had responded. To ensure that
these 736 respondents

were representative of teachers in the
third to sixth grades, the final sample was checked against both
the original sample of 1,500 and the lator population of
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teachers from which that was drawn. Since the characteristics of

all three groups closely matched, the findings are considered to

be generalizable to third through sixth grade teachers. Based on

the size of the sample, the sampling error is plus or minus 3.6%

with a confidence level of 95%.

OUESTIONNAIRE

Teachers were sent a seven page questionnaire (See Appendix A,

attached) entitled National Educational Television Survey. The

only sender identification was the name and address of the survey

company, Audits and Svrveys. Children's Television Workshop was

not identified anywhere on the questionnaire. The survey was

divided into three sections:

I. Your Use of Educational Programs, the first section of the

questionnaire asked teachers about their awareness and use

of specified educational programs: Mr. Wizard, Nova, Eluding

Rainbow, Think About, square One TV, 3-2-1 Contact and

Voyage of the KW,. Questions about access to local

educational broadcasting stations in their araa and

awareness of "tape and erase" rights were also includee,
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II. Your Format Preferences for Educational TV Programming

presented questions on program format and length.

Respondents were asked to indicate their preference for

either an entire program dealing with a single topic or for

programming in which multiple segments on a variety of

topics were presented. They were also asked to indicate the

most appropriate length for a video intended for classroom
use.

III. Your Information and Program Sources. the third section,

asi.wd teachers how they access all types of educational

programming. The questions covered sources of information

about programming as well as sources of actual videotapes.

Sublects were asked about how school and district personnel

influence their use of educational television, and were

asked about their readership of a number of educational

periodicals.

IV. General Information, the final section of the questionnaire,

focused on teacher characteristics includa.lg: years

teaching, grade, class size, type of school, and access to
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video hardware and software. Teachers were given the option

cf identifying themselves on the survey in a space left for

name, school and address. Those who provided this

information were promised a gift and a summary of the

study's findings.
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A PROFILE OF THE RESPONDENTS

A brief profile of the teachers who participated in the survey
indicates that they had been teachers for an average of 15.5

years and currently taught classes averaging 23.6 students. Most
of them taught at public schools (79%), with 12% teaching at
private schools and 9% at parochial schools. The average amount

spent per student in their schools was $93 for all instructional
materials. The majority of them (76%) received at least one

teaching magazine, with an average of 2.5 such publications going
to each teaeier. They came from all regions of the country,

somewhat more from the South and Midwest than the Northeast and
West. Almost all of them came from schools in areas where

educational television is available, even though they represented
the range of rural to urban school districts.
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RESULTS oF THE SURVEY

Overview of Findings

- Teacher awareness of the educational programming

specified was high with 97% of teachers familiar with

one or more of the shows.

- Half of the teachers had shown at least one of the

programs in their classrooms and one out of three had

shown one of the programs within the year.

- Virtually all schools (98%) have VCRs,.

- Off-air taping was the most popular method for

acquiring tapes.

- Media centers and specialists played an important role

in providing information about and access to

educational programs.
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Teachers preferred programs that dealt with a single

topic and were 15 to 30 minutes long.

Educational television was more 3ften used for

enrichment than instruction.

DETAMED FINDINGS

Teacher Awareness ot Educational Programming

Virtually all teachers (97%) were aware of some educational

programming, with $ovg, Mr. Wizard and 3-2-1 Contact the most

familiar of the shouts specified. Awareness levels for the seven

shows listed in the questionnaire were: gm 83%; $r. Wizard 80%;

3-2-1 Contact 75%; Beading Rainbow 67%; Square One TV 38%; Vovaae

2t_thlAild 30% and Think About 24%.

Use_of Programming in the Classroal

Almost half (48%) of the teachers surveyed have shown some of the

educational programming in their classrooms. The shows most

frequently presented were: Reading Rainbow 23%; 2=2.-1 Contact

22%; and Nova 21%. The percentage of teachers who hut shown the

other shows ranged from 7% to 10%.
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Recent Use of Programming

Teachers were asked which programs they had shown their classes

within the last year. It was found that 35% of the teachers had

shown their classes at least one of the programs specified. Most

freque'..tly shown: Readina Rainbow 16%; Nova 15%; and 3-2-1

Contact 12%. The other programs were each shown by between 4% and

5% of the teachers.

tlans to Use Programming

Plans for showing programming in the upcoming year were quite

consistent with use during the past year. Thirty-two percent

(32%) of teachers said they planned to show their classes some

educational programming during the year after filling out the

questionnaire. The percentage of teachers planning to use

specific programs were: Neadina Rainbow 15%; Non 13%; and 3-2-1

Contact 12%. The percentage of teachers planning to use the other

programs ranged from 4% to 6%.
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Enrichment was the most popular use of educational programming.

-)ther common uses were to summarize or reinforce a lesson or

unit, and to motIvate. It is interesting to note that each

program reflected a somewhat different profile of ustb. For

inst ace, Reading Rainbow was used by many teachers to motivate

students, but considerably less often to summarize a lesion.

3-2-1 Contact and Mom on the other hand, were usod more often

far summarizing lessons than for motivation. 3-2-1 Contact,

Sqyare One and Fon were used far more frequently to summarize a

lesson than were Readina Rainbow, yoyaae of the mimi or Think

About. Voyage of the Mimi was used as a main lesson more often

(38%) than were the other series. Sqyare One was used far more

frequently (21%) for remediation than any other series, yet it

was also the series most frequently used to introduce new

concepts (30%).

In general, shows were infrequently used to occupy the whole

class while the teacher was attending to other matters or to

occupy part of the class while the teacher worked with other

students (See Appendix 131 Table 1).
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Use of More than one Program

The study indicated that teachers who do use educational

programming tend to use more than one program in their

classrooms. The majority of "users" used more than one program.

Thirty-two percent (32%) used two programs; 18% used three

programs; and 6% used five or more programs. Users ciao showed

2guare One TV and Voyage of the Mimi were thA most likely to use

five or more programs.

Assignments for Home viewing

While it is not uncommon to think of educational television as

homework, the research indicated that few teachers assign shows

for home viewing. Nova was most frequently assigned for home

viewing (19%) 1"..)wed by /amartAn2LTY (10%) and 3-2-1 Contact

(7%).



lgAgh_qxs2ggo_fEntkr*eAtLq_saggnsntiwvs.

Teachers were more prone to use an entire show than to present

segments. For each of the six programs rated, between 52% and 69%

of users presented entire shows, with Reading Rainbow most

frequently shown as a whole and Voyaae of the Mimi least

frequently. 61% of 3-2-1 Contact users and 59% of Sauare One

users said they presented shows from these programs in their

entirety.

In comparison, the show most often presented in segments was Hma

(30*) and least frequently was Readina_Rainbow (M.) One out of

four Square One and 3-2-1 Contact users said they usually show

segments.

Teacher Preference for Single Topic vs. Magazine Format

The majority of teachers (66%) preferred that a given show deal

with a single topic. Only 15% preferred multiple segments dealing

with a variety of topics. Another 16% indicated no preference.
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Teachers who had been teaching ten years or more were somewhat

more favorably disposed to the single s'opic format. Preference

for single topics may be in keeping with use of entire shows

rather than segments.

Program Length Preferred by Teachers

For use in the classroom, teachers prefer 15 to 30 minute

segments over shorter formats. The respondents were equally

divided in their preferences for 15, 20 and 30 minute length

programs. Two out of three teachers preferred ona of these

lengths (22%, 23% and 22% respectively). Only 2% of teachers

thougtt a ten minute video was the most appropriate length for a

program intended for classroom use. The remaining teachers said

ideal length "depends on subject."

luctera!_gic.0 jatirAL_EgrigiLyz_laigtaLghszia

Most teachers show selected shows rather than an entire series

to their classes. The contrast was most pronounced for
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Nova, where 80% used selected programs and only 5% reported using

the entire series. For 3-2-1 Contact and Square One, usage was

similer, with two out of three teachers using selections compared

to only one out of ten using the series. Patterns were fairly

similar for Reading Rainbow. While nank_Akrigt users were only

slightly more likely to present selected shows than the entire

series, they were still more likely to use indiddual shows. The

only prograu where the patterns were reversed was ywage of the

Mimi, where 44% of teachers used the entire series and 33% of

teachers selected shows to present. This was the only program in

which use of the entire series was more frequent than use of

selected shows.

Ratings of Usefulness for Instzuction

How useful do teachers find a program as a vehicle for

instruction in the subject area for which it is intended?

Teacher ratings of shows indicated that most users find programs

either "very useful" or "extremely useful." Looking at combined

figures for "very" and "extremely useful," programs were razed in
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the following way: NovA 76%; Square One TV 67%; Reading Rainbow

66%; 3-2-1 Contact 64%; Voyage of the Mimi 63% and Think About

54%. When "extremely useful" figures are looked at separately,

Holm and Voyage of the Mimi ranked highest, with one out of three

users placing the shows in this category, compared to the other

four lows which received xtremely useful" ratings from one out

of four users.

Teacher Assessment of Program Characteristics

All teachers who were aware of programming, including users, were

asked to evaluate four of the selected shows on the basis of the

following characteristics: program is suitable for ;school use;

program captures and holds children's interest; program has the

right balance between education and entertainment; concepts are

appropriate for grade level; content is correlated with classroom

currictaum; program 'sroadcast schedules are known in advance;

teacher's guides or eksrcises are available; videotapes of

individual programs are available for purchase by schools.
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Teachers whc ...ad actually used the programs gave them

considerably higher ratings on each of the characteristics than
those who had never used them in their classrooms. Appendix B,

Tables 2 and 3 present the percentage of aware non-users and

users who gave each of the programs an excellent rating for each
of the characteristics.

Videotapes vs. Live Broadcast

Videotapes were used more frequently than live broadcast in the

classroom. Many teachers (47%) presented videotapes exclusively.

Only 4% of teachers used live broadcast exclusively. Another 34%
of teachers used a combination of videotaped shows and live

broadcast programming.

Off-air Tapina vs. Purchase/Rental

The most frequently used source of educational videos was off-air

taping. Seventy-seven percent (77%) of those who used programming

used shows taped off the air. Half of these teachers had taped

17
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the shows themselves and 63% used shows taped by other teachers

and media specialists. The media center or library was the tape

source for 70% of teachers. Only 36% of teachers used tapes they

had purchased or rented. Of those tapes obtained from the media

centers, 62% were purchased and 54% were taped off the air.

Sources of Funding for Videotapes

Teachers were asked what their school's source of funds was for

buying or renting videotapes. The sources cited were:

School's/Principal's budget 40%; Teacher pays for them 34%;

District budget 33%; PTA/PTO 20%, and State Department of

Education 6%. In most schools the librarian, principal or media

specialist controls which tapes are bought. Over half of private

and parochial school teachers paid for tapes themselves.

Teacher Awareness of "Tape and Erase" Rights

Most teachers (67%) said they had not seen or read anything

regarding "tape and erase" rights for using educational programs.

Only 16% said they had, and another 17% did not respond to the

question.
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Teachers were asked to write in what they had seen or read about
"tape and erase" rights if they said they had seen or read

anything. The most frequent answer given was that they had

learned that a booklet/guide/list was available (13%); that they
had to erase within 24 hours or after one showing (12%); that

they had to erase after a certain (unspecified) amount of time
(12%); that shows can be used for classroom purposes only (10%);

and that they had to erase within weeks (7%) or years (7%).

Availability of VCRs' and Videotapes in Schools

Teachers indicated that 98% of schools have VCRs' available, with
an average of 3.9 VCRs' per school. Public schools are more

likely than private or parochial schools to have VCRs'. Videotape
collections were available to 78% of teachers. For 32% of these
teachers the collections were available at the school only, for
18% at the district only and for 29* at both the school and

district.

19
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2.22219Encouraging Use of_ Proarainminq

The librarian and media specialist are the people most likely to

influence and encourage the teacher's use of educational

programming. Asked if a specific person influences and encourages

their use of educational television, 36% of all teachers said

such a person exists. Fnr one out Li four teachers this person is

based at their school, and for 12% in the district, and for 3% at

a TV station. Public school teachers were more likely than

private or parochial school teachers to have such a person

available to them.

liaKincheraStat_Infammatign_Alaut_Ersanaming

Most teachers get information about educational TV programming at

the school level. The majority of teachers (70%) said school

sources were available to them, with 56% citing district sources

and 36% citing regional sources. Actual use of these resources is

somewhat lower, but still reflects the same relative pattern,

with 54% aztually using school sources, 314 using district

sources, and 164 using regional sources.
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The media centers and audiovisual libraries are the most

frequently available sources of information. Eighty-one percent
(81%) of teachers have them available and 60% actually use them

- more often in the school than at district or regional sites.

Who Provides Information About Programming

Media specialists and librarians are major providers of

information about educational programming. 77% of teachers had

them available and 53% used them as a resource. While curriculum

coordinators and specialists were available to over half of the

teachers, only one out of four used them )r information about

tqlevision programming. Media centers and spkzialists were more

often available to public school teachers than to private or

parochial school teachers. Larger schools were more likely to

have media specialists and centers.

CDECLIISIONA

Most schools have VCRs' and access to educational broadcasting.

Teachers have a fairly high level of awareness of the educational
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programming that is available. Teachers who actually use

television in their classrooms not only have access to resources

and information but make use of resources, such as media

specialists and media centers. Those who do use educational

programming often use programs from several different series.

Teachers use programming most often for enrichment and are

selective about which shows in a series they present to their

classes. Those who use programs seem pleased with the sCz.ability

of programs for school use, their ability to capture student

attention and present appropriate concepts. They were generally

less impressed with the availability of program-related teacher

materials and the availability of individual shows for purchase.

VIdeotapes were used more often than live broadcasts, with off-

air taping the most popular method for obtaining videotapes.
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Eschrively live at dme of broakast 0
My classes have never viewed programs ....... ) Q.611

LEAS TOE SKD
ON PAGE d

3b. If any viswing is done on videoupo How do you get the videoupes of pogroms used for elms institution?
PLEASE CHECK ALL THAT APPLY.

1114

Taped off du air by other tembersimedia specialist/odors .s
Prom media mom or audio/visual pm.-

Eit school ---------------------0 .1

L. district....-. 4
InISOM 4.11.0.001.110.110.00000000.1.6.0.000013

Buy or run copies directly from local pthlic TV swim ..--.0
Buy or rem copse ham elsnibutor, salsa representadves.

OfIMIO*..I.
Othor (PUASI DESCRIBE) 0

4. If videotapes are available bun your school or district media mom Whet is their source dor those vidsoupes?
PLEASE CHECK ALL THAT APPLY.

O4
eln Pare aI I LYMAN MO 4
Videoliputas. MEMOFD001.0.

Odor (PLEASE DESCRIBE)

Dom% Know

4

5a. If videotapes are bougk or nook What is yam school's source of funds dor buying or ming widowers?
PLEASE CHECK ALL THAT APPLY.

SchooVpincipers budgie at
MaksbudgetNeeee........ -4. 0 4

SIMSDIIIMMOOSIIof Mad=....- 1
PTAMO 4
Pray imrdism yoftrsollfOM...IoO

Other (PLEASE DESCRIBE)

DOR% KIM.Wl. .5

5b. What L. the position or tide of theperson isyo lli school or diaries who connols the purchase of videstepss?
PLEASE WRITE IN ON LINE BELOW.

a.
so.



7,".14 ^` 4'

6e. Is %bees amainc individuml in your school.you district. or anywhere Ise. who Yes Out
, you feel is especially influential in entssuregins or promotins the use of No 0 3
educational television pogrom and matenals for clue isstruction?

4,

SKIPTO QUES110N 7.

6b. IF YES: Where s this poison located?

School 051.1

TV SW 0 .s
Other (PLEASE SPECIFY) 0 4

6e. What is this penoe's tide? PLEASE WIZ DI TfIla

7a. 06 yam embecribe to or Noiray protessiseel patications en a ropier brie Yes --.0.14
No....0 3

The AriftmonTeachts

Ossivs Clirwoos

Edusadom wait .4.-0 4
isnow MMOOOMMONMOW400 4

41T.A 1106, 10 4
The Reeding Toad. --....0

Sam Mg CIO= 4

Mar (PLEASE LIST) 0

3 9

t),



IV. GENERAL INFORMATION

1. How amity yam luxe you bom trichina?

2. Whet psis are you =Dandy wechins?

Yon

Gude 3.........0at Grads

Grob 4

3. Is your school a *lie school, a Fives. school. or parochial school?

4. Whe is the avers. Was of

the classes in your scale?

Ftsblis--1:)%4
Privirw.--.10 4

.1

15 or less-0 n4 261,30.--n 4
If OS 4 MONO 11111130~.13 4

21 ft .1 WW2 IN ON MORI
MAN

5a. Dom yaw school have video roomass sod playback

etpipmsat (VCRs. TV monitors) stick we available f-..4 claw Dom tee?

YO11.-.131$4

r410.......0 4

W YES: Approximately how many VCRs we available in your =boon Or thitc------ftue
Dan Know---0 sty

6a. Is there a videcape colbcdoe ot lawny Yow schooL..rbst
Your denim-0 4

6b. Appronimmoly how mmy %damps are mashie

modi-13 4
Nekke....13 4

Dan Know.....0 4

Is Yost SchosI__nsys
Is Your Dioulst_ckno
Duet Itssw-----Oss.

Thank you for your help. Plum writs memo mg school address below ifyou wiik so dm we can sand you yes sift aid copy of
the ranks of this study. Meese ram the queniomeiro to us hit the powese.psid amilopewe have provided.

5.3

YOUR NAME

SCHOOL:

ADDRESS.

CITY/STATE:

THANKS AGAIN RJR YCK11HELP.

31

Far Oaks Usw
6. 11.
7. 12.

13.
9.

15-
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TABLE#I

WAYS OF USING PROGRAMS FOR CLASS

3-2-1

CONTACT
SQUARE
ONE TV NOVA

READING
RAINBOW

VOYAGE
GF THE
MIMI

THINK
ABOUT

BASE: TEACHERS USING (178) (63) (174) (187) (64) (74)EACH PROGRAM X X X X

As Enrichment 64 68 72 68 55 43J

To Summarize or Reinforce
A Lesson or Unit 51 46 56 32 28 27

To Motivate 44 52 42 59 30 35

To Introduce a New Concept 27 30 28 16 20 24

As the Main Lesson 22 18 27 20 38 22

To Occupy the Whole Class

When Attending to Other
Matters 12 14 6 17 8

To Occupy Part of the Class
While working with Others 9 6 2 9 5 8

For Remedial Instruction 7 21 5 10 3 5

No Answer 12 13 II 14 22 23

SECTION I - Q.3: Which of the following ways have you used the program for
your class, or think you might use it?

33



TABLE#2

OPINIONS OF PROGRAMS FOR PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS

RATING EXCELUNT

AMONG TEACHERS_AWARE_OF PROGRAMS

3-2-1

QUIAGI
SQUARE

WaY
READING

VOYAGE
OF THE

BASE: TOTAL AWARE OF (549) (277) (491) (220)
EACH PROGRAM

Program is Suitable for

11 .131MMIN ILIM

School Use 34 31 42 31

Program Captures and Holds
Children's Interest 33 31 38 23

Has the Right Balance Between
Education and Entertainment 29 26 37 24

Concepts are Appropviate for
Grade Level 26 28 33 22

Content is Correlated with
Classroom Curriculum 22 22 25 21

Program Broadcast Schedules
are Known in Advance 20 18 23 21

Teacher's Guides or Exercises
are Available 11 9 11 19

Videotapes of Individual
Programs are Available
for Purchase by Schools 5 6 S 14

SECTION 1 - Q.9: For each program you have heard of - whether or not You have
ever shown it or plan to show it to youc class - please write
in the rating you would give it for each cl!aracteristic listed
below. 34



TABLE 413,

ASSIGNMENT OF PROGRAMS FOR HOME VIEWING

edWILILIZELSILJACILIIMAI

3-2-1fa= SQUARE

OLT!
READING

RUM
VOYAGE
OUTHEESL

BASE: TEACHERS US/NO (178) (63) (187) (64)EACH PROGRAM _I_ AMMOOi

Program is Suitable for
School Use 59 56 66. 61

Program Captures and Holds
Children's Interest 42 56 58 47

Has the Right Balance Between
Education and Entainment 42 44 57 45

Concepts are Appropriate for
Grade Ltvel 39 57 55 47

Content is Correlated with
Classroom Curricula !S 43 40 44

Prograr Broadcast Schedules
are Known in Advance 37 35 39 42

Teacher's Guides or Exercises
are Available 21 19 20 41

Videotapes of Individual
Programs are Availedle
for Purchase by School 8 13 16 31

SECTION I - Q.9: For each program you have heard of - whether or not you have ever
shown it or plan to show it to your class - please write in the
rating you would give it for each charatoristics listed below.
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